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ABSTRACT: This paper tries to explain the close relationship between the late-medieval musical methods of
composition and the Renaissance and Baroque construction history, using the example of Vignola’s treaty Regole delli cinque ordine d’architettura, in its first Spanish version by Patricio Caxés (1593). This is a very important way to understand Renaissance construction techniques. Concepts of proportion and symmetry, and the
mathematical bases of the construction after Vignola, are very similar to the theoretical writers and composers
of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth centuries. The text shows a new point of view about the building profession and
the construction history during the Renaissance. The following analysis is a part of the ATENEA Research Project, about Spanish Treatises of Art, consisting of a computerized source that brings together a TerminologicalConceptual Thesaurus and a Textual Corpus. The author is a Pre-doctoral Researcher for the Research and
Development Department of the Galician Government (Xunta de Galicia), supervised by professor Miguel
Taín Guzmán (Santiago de Compostela University)..

A BEST-SELLER ABOUT CONSTRUCTION
With more than two hundred and fifty international editions, Vignola’s Regola delli cinque ordini d'architettura
(1562) is undoubtedly the best-seller of the Renaissance literature about architecture and construction. One of
those editions, the first Spanish translation by the Tuscan painter Patricio Caxés (1593), is the principal source,
and is the subject of study in this paper (Fig.1). The first approach to the text shows that it is not precisely a
theoretical book, but is a practical handbook with highly detailed illustrations. Vignola's text was not conceived as a theoretical example of architectural doctrine, but as a pragmatic book that could be used by
builders to solve their real problems.

Figure 1: Regla de las Cinco Órdenes de Architectura by Vignola, translated by Patricio Caxés (1593)
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The book speaks more about construction than about architecture. Surely its simplicity has been one of the
motives of its extraordinarily success, because is not necessary to have a great amount of knowledge and experience of architecture to understand it. However, in the short introduction to his treaty, Vignola mentions
some interesting concepts about architectural theory and construction science. (The text is in the original
Spanish translation because of its historical value):
Aviendo yo por tantos años exercitado en diversas tierras este arte del’architectura, me ha agradado de
contino [sic] {i.e.: continuo}, a buelta destas pláticas de los ornamentos, ver el parecer de quantos escritores he podido, y aquellos comparándolos entre ellos mismos y con las obras antiguas, las quales se veen
en ser. He procurado de sacar una regla en la qual yo me sossegasse, con la seguridad de agradar a todos los hombres de juyzio en este arte, en todo o, a lo menos, en gran parte. Y esto sólo por servirme en las
cosas que me ocurren, sin aver puesto en ello otra mira.
Y para hazer esto, dexando aparte muchas cosas de escritores, de donde nazen diferencias entre ellos no
pequeñas, y para poderme sustentar con mayor firmeza, me han sido puestos delante aquellos
ornamentos antiguos de las cinco órdenes, las quales se veen en las antiguallas de Roma. Y considerando
juntamente todos éstos, y examinándolos con medida diligente, he hallado aquellos que al juyzio común
parecen mas bellos y con más gracia se representan a nuestros ojos. Y éstos también [resultan] tener cierta
correspondencia y proporción de números en sí mesmos menos entregados, antes he hallado que
qualquier pequeño miembro mide al mayor en algún numero de partes suyas justamente.
Por lo qual, considerándolo más adentro que todo nuestro sentido se compadece en esta proporción, y
que las cosas desagradables son fuera della, como muy bien en su sciencia pruevan sentidamente los
músicos, he tomado este trabajo, muchos años ha, de reduzir debaxo de una breve regla, y es pedida que
pueda valer las dichas cinco reglas órdenes de architectura. (Vignola 1593, II v.)
Proportion: between theory and practice
Vignola says that he has read many treatises, probably those by Alberti (1450) and different vitruvian editions
among them, and that he has compared them with one another and also with Classical buildings and ruins.
But he recognizes that his objective was to reduce all the mathematical measures and proportions to a single
general rule (regla). He observes that some buildings are more beautiful than others, and that those buildings
have a mathematical correspondence between their parts. The conclusion is very simple to Vignola: the
beauty is a question of proportion, and the unpleasant constructions are out of proportion.
The basic axiom of the Renaissance architect is the conviction that the architecture is a science and that
every part of a building has to be integrated into the same system of mathematical relations (Wittkower 1995,
145). This relationship between mathematics and architecture has been well documented in the History of Art
from the point of view of the symbolic proportions, but not as often as from the point of view of the technical
procedures. The proportion was not only a beauty problem, but also a practical method to improve new
constructive skills.
For this paper, the most interesting part of this text is the brief reference to musical science. Vignola thinks that
musical science in his time was more advanced that construction science, because musicians had proved the
relation between beauty and mathematics. The aim of the Regola was to provide construction science with
the same exhaustive proportional system, as that available to musicians.
MUSIC: NUMBERS AND INVISIBLE BUILDINGS
Looking at construction through a “musical mirror”, both techniques are very similar: they are not figurative
arts, and need to use a mathematical language to express their theoretical discourse. Like music, construction
has specific problems and basic solutions. We can make a dictionary about technical sources for construction,
in the same way that we can write a dictionary about harmony and musical problems. Music started to use
mathematics from the end of the Middle Ages onwards, according to Boethius and Guido d’Arezzo.
When the great French composer Guillaume Dufay composed his vocal motet “Nuper rosarum flores”,
adapting the music to the numerical proportions used in the building of Florence’s cathedral, Santa Maria dei
Fiore, he showed that both arts have the same base in mathematical rules. This paper isn´t the place to give a
music course, but in order to show the key points of Vignola’s conception of construction and its links with the
mathematical and musical bases of his time, we do need some musical principles.
Pythagoras (c.582-c-507 BC): everything begins here
The Pythagorean tradition was able to develop the most detailed and consistent mathematical basis for musical study, the philosophy being founded on a notion of universal (numerical) harmony. A famous legend tells
us about Pythagoras’ discovery of the mathematical basis of musical proportion. The story has many variations, but its core has Pythagoras passing a blacksmith one day and hearing the hammers strike the anvil in
harmonious sounds. His examination of the hammers revealed that their weights stood in the proportions
12:9:8:6 to one another. Sounding the heaviest and lightest hammers in succession produced the interval
called a diapason (12:6, proportion 2:1), called an octave in our modern terminology. The largest and the next
largest hammers together produced the diatessaron (12:9, proportion 4:3), the modern perfect four. At the
end, the first and third produced the diapente (12:8, proportion 3:2), called perfect fifth. The major musical
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consonances, then, are a part of the properties of these proportions, which are the numerical foundation of
universal order (Moyer 1992, 15-16).
Many versions of the tale therefore add another experiment, by stretching strings in ways that involved the
same proportions (Fig.2). The example of the single divided string was developed as a specialized instrument
for establishing tuning systems, called a monochord. Various systems for tuning an octave scale could then be
expressed as varying methods of dividing the single string of this instrument, divisions that are described in
terms of mathematical proportions.

Figure 2 (left): Pythagoras dividing the strings, from Gaffurio (1492)
Figure 3 (right): Dividing a monochord, from Fogliano (1529)
The comma: mathematical problems
Western Music was construed over centuries around a tonal system. This means that all the musical
compositions in Western Culture are based on a little measurement of sound called the tone. The tone is a
physical reality well known since Ancient Greece. In fact, Pythagoras is considered as the father of the tonal
system because he divided a monochord (one single string) into different sections, reaching a full octave
scale (Fig.3). The relationship between tones and semitones (1/2 tone) determinates the modality of a musical
scale, its particular “nature”.
But the tone, exactly like the atom, can be divided into more particles. The minimal part on which a tone can
be divided is called the comma, and there is an odd number of commas inside each tone. This irregularity was
a mathematical problem, from Ptolemy and Pythagoras to the seventeenth century, when the tempered
system was fixed.
The unequal division of the tone to calculate the semitones was a great question mark for Western Music,
breaking the proportion rules and making it more difficult to find harmonic relations. With such a lack of
information concerning the nature of the music course at the Medieval university, it is satisfying to have extant
a document known to have been used in quadrivial studies: the Musica Speculativa by Johannes de Muris,
magister at the University of Paris between 1323 and 1325. This text was probably used by his students, also at
Oxford and some German universities in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries (Fast 1994, ix), like a
mathematical handbook for musicians. The text contains several diagrams showing the proportional relations
in monochord with a very architectural shape (Fig.4).
Roger Bacon, a generation before Johannes, laments the decline of mathematical studies, probably because
the language in Boethian texts was difficult to understand. Johannes’ treaty is an example of a new
conception of music, based more on the numerical science than empirical experimentation: the priority of
sense experience which must be confirmed or denied by reason. The division of the tone, and the implications
of its division into two unequal parts for the calculation of the consonances, is a central concern to de Muris’
treaty, the same as it had been to Boethius (Fast 1994, xix). Muris, together with other theorists of his time, was
looking for a general rule to simplify the musical calculations. We can say that he was looking for the
numerical principle of the music to serve musicians and composers. This fully pythagorical conception was
extended to building science from the Italian Renaissance onwards (Alberti, Serlio, Palladio), specially by
Vignola’s Regola.
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Figure 4: Modern monochord division, by Johannes de Muris
VIGNOLA AND THE MUSICAL PRINCIPLE OF BUILDING
Vignola, more than any other theorist of architecture, has a close relationship with musical patterns. He
identified the numerical principle of Classical Architecture, and he named it the module. Exactly like the
mathematical musicians, he looked for the base of construction science, by comparing ancient ruins. His work
is full of examples of an almost-musical use of the modular principle: in the same way that musical theorists
conceived the comma, the primordial sound particle, Vignola conceives the module, in this case nonsubmitted to physical problems or unequal division.

Figure 5: Tuscan column, from Vignola. Thiolet edition (1873)
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Architectural monochord
The main objective for Vignola when he writes his book is to fix a universal formula to calculate the proportions
of the five Classical Orders. As a real scientist, he reduces the Classic buildings on his conceptual microscopy
looking for their smallest components. This research was almost Pre-Socratic, and the result was fully
Pythagorical: that primordial particle was the module and, with a complex system of proportions, it can
generate the complete architectural order in every scale the builder needs. This system survived for a long
time, being widely used until the late XIX Century.
For example, the plate dedicated to the Tuscan column in Thiolet’s late edition from 1873 (Fig.5) show us an
example of the similarity between musical method and Vignola’s rule. To calculate the shaft of the Tuscan
column, with our well-known 3:2 proportion, he takes a 1/3 module. This drawing is especially interesting for us,
because it reminds us of the musical system used to transport the proportional measures. The shaft of the
column is converted into a musical monochord.
Il Gesù: an example of musical architecture
Vincenzo Galilei, father of the famous scientist and a celebrated music theorist, published in 1581 his Dialogo
della musica antica e della moderna. This book includes very interesting diagrams of musical intervals, as do
many other treatises of its time. The diagrams could even in a sense be considered architectural, because
they involved rectangles, circles, and other architectural shapes. Above all, these music diagrams could be
modular. At one point Galilei’s treatise confronts just this question.
He is discussing the areas and volumes of square, triangular and round organ pipes, and how the volumes and
cross-sections of these pipes affect pitch. He does this by showing how the numerical ratio of a musical interval
may be geometrically mapped. In the image (Fig.6, left top) we see 16 squares, set 4 x 4, and crossed by a
diagonal to indicate that this is a distinct subgroup. There is in the same diagram (Fig.6, left low) a set of 9
squares, set 3 x 3 and crossed by a separate diagonal. Each of these sets of squares may be thought of as the
cross-section of a square organ pipe.

Figure 6: Vincenzo Galilei’s diagrams and Vignola’s plan of the Gesù; (Hersey 2000)
The top diagram represents, in the musical professional language at the time, a musical fourth. The block of
squares shows that this interval has the ratio 9:16. Vincenzo has squared the numbers in the ratio so he can
create square cross-sections for the organ pipes. This 9:16 ratio reduces to 3:4, which ordinarily cannot be
represented as a square. The lower diagram graphs two pipes that sound a minor third, which has the ratio
25:36. Here the area of the cross-section is the square of 5:6 (Hersey 2000, 23-25).
In making these transformations (such as 3:4 to 9:16), Vincenzo is applying a module to his designs. Modules
often of two or more sizes constitute a common procedure in architectural design, generalized by Vignola’s
Regola as the easiest way to build a Classical order. Galilei is speaking about organ pipes and, of course, it is
perfectly appropriate that organ pipes should be treated architecturally. George Hersey wonders himself: How
might further “architectural” qualities be read in Galilei’s diagrams?
As to a more purely architectural version of such things, Hersey proposes the Vignola’s plan of the Gesù (Fig.6,
right). This plan represents a kind of modularity that is akin to what Galilei was doing. In the plan, the lattice of
modules that form the church’s chapels, nave, transepts and choir are indicated. These shapes are aliquot
parts, subdivisions that exactly fill up a total shape. They measure out his church plan just as Vincenzo’s shapes
are aliquot parts that measure out the plans or top views of his organ pipes.
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To complete the likeness between the two diagrams is possible to draw diagonals trough the different blocks
of modules in the church, demonstrating the subgroups into which Vignola’s lattice divides. One might even
add, more tentatively, that the arched forms of the labels in Galilei’s diagrams, and of the apse of the church
plan, have similar functions: they bridge across the subgroups within each lattice to emphasize the larger
composite lattice constituted by those subgroups, taken together.
It is true that unlike the musical modules, Vignola’s, within each of his overall lattices, are of two different sizes
(Fig.6, numbers on the right side): 1, the smaller, is a square; and 2, the larger, is a 3:4 rectangle. But these two
different shapes, says Hersey, are strongly related to each other, since the end of the rectangle is equal to the
side of the square. Vignola or Galilei would have said that the 3:4 rectangle was a superpatiens tertias or a
sesquitertial (a square divided into thirds, with one of those thirds added onto one side of the square, forming
a rectangle with the ratio of 3:4). These terms mean that the square was being seen as part of the rectangle,
and in fact as its origin, with the rectangle being the square’s “offspring”.
CONCLUSIONS
Vignola’s treaty of architecture was conceived as a way to give constructive solutions to the architects, when
they need to use the Classical proportion in buildings. This treaty is a vademecum: a brief technical book that
shows a lot of specific solutions to the constructors. In his prologue, Vignola talks about the great weight of the
numerical proportion as the base of beauty and good taste in architecture. He also explains that beauty has
its origin in proportion and this happens the same way in musical arts.
The Regola is not only a book about Classical orders. The columnar orders are in a sense the hallmarks of the
architectural Renaissance. Yet surprisingly in view of their importance these potent orders have been very little
studied. It is as if their meaning as symbols of correct antique architecture has seemed so obvious as to
discourage further enquiry into the more detailed questions of how they were used and thought about
(Onians 1988, 169).
The concepts of proportion and symmetry, and the mathematical bases of the construction after Vignola, are
very close to the great theoretical writers and composers of the European musical Renaissance. From the first
theoretical musicians, like Johannes de Muris, to the late Renaissance musicians, like Gioseffo Zarlino, all of
them carried out their works with numerical relations, exactly like the constructors of their time, using a
mathematical module. The use of numerical proportions must be understood not only through its symbolic
signification but also according to the way in which to make progress in construction methods and to simplify
the builders’ work.
A mathematical construction makes it possible to follow a scientific building plan, calculating with great precision all the details concerned in the work. That was the real legacy of Vignola’s book, adopted by architects
and builders in every Western country, more than any other architectural treaty of the Renaissance. In Spain,
like in any other European country, the use of the Italian treaties was the path to pass from a medieval closed
profession to a modern view of construction science. The influence of Vignola in Spanish architecture was bigger than Serlio or Palladio, judging by the extraordinary success of his book (Cámara Muñoz 1990, 156-157).
Vignola’s Regola must be conceived, not like a “simple grammatical rule”, in words put by Giulio Carlo Argan,
but instead as a great scientific contribution to a modern constructive system based on mathematical principles extracted from musical practice.
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